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He learned to drive on the winding roads of Whidbey Island, admittedly sometimes a little too fast.
This was the beginning of a skillset that would put him on a race track at the age of 26.

H

ighway 202 in Woodinville cuts a
path parallel to the Sammamish
River, edging a mishmash of
industrial park complexes and estate
winery tasting rooms. To imagine that
artifacts of world auto racing history exist
here seems a little unlikely. But this is the
Pacific Northwest, where car enthusiasts
are hidden in every neighborhood. And
this brings us to a plain gray building, halfhidden by trees. A place called Racecraft,
where founder Jim Froula and his small
crew bring old race cars back to life.
Buildings that store history just feel
different. The light always seems to have
a kind of softness, blurring contrasts,
so everything feels a little reverential.
The expansive Racecraft shop is like
that. Interconnecting garages and bays
showcase the stunning lines and bright
livery of cars in various stages of build. Jim
carries his tall frame through the space as
if it’s an extension of himself, moving easily
between projects. He pauses now and
then to point toward a newly pressed body
panel or to palm the weld of a fresh roll
cage. Racecraft is a busy garage of vintage
race car prep, restoration, and design, with
the feel of a museum.
IT STARTED WITH A DATSUN 510
We tend to lean in a little closer to hear
the stories about a passion that becomes a
profession. For Jim, it began with underage
driving and a snowy paper route in a
buddy’s Datsun 510. He learned to drive
on the winding roads of Whidbey Island,
admittedly sometimes a little too fast. This
was the beginning of a skillset that would
put him on a race track at the age of 26.
“Whether it was snowing or raining, or dry,
I think I kind of developed muscle memory
on that kind of stuff.”
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After leaving the Navy, Jim found himself
again in a Datsun 510, autocrossing on
weekends until the local Alfa Romeo club
advertised a track day. Within a few laps
at Pacific Raceways, Jim was hooked. He
eventually added a truck and trailer to
haul his race car to SCCA events. The
Datsun transitioned to a Lotus Escort,
then an open-cockpit prototype car, the
Sports 2000, and eventually back to a
Datsun. During the same time, Jim had
begun helping friends build and prep
their own cars. Between his racing, taking
on more customer cars, and managing a
contracting job, Jim soon realized he had
a decision to make. In 2003, he decided
to fully focus on his specialty in vintage
racing and thus founded Racecraft.
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EUROPEAN RACETRACKS
TO WOODINVILLE, WA
In the shop, Jim unlocks a side door and
it swings open heavily like a vault, letting
in more of that soft light. There’s a pause
to take in what couldn’t possibly be real:
Deutsche Tourenwagen Meisterschaft,
the championship from 1984 to 96,
the DTMasters came in 2000. You
can’t take your eyes off of them, feeling
like you’ve gone back in time. The two
BMW M3s and the Mercedes 190 Evo
II are not only stunning to look at, but
they are in fact, race monsters—world
championship cars from the original era
DTM Group A, production car-based,
limited-spec racing.

The original German Touring Car
Championship series ran from 1984 to
1996, first on European then worldwide
circuits. Group A racing during this time
was fascinating for several reasons. First,
a car only qualified if it was homologated.
This meant an auto manufacturer
seeking to produce a street-legal racing
model was required to offer a noncompetition version in their model range.
The homologation specials were limited
in number. Here is where the world fell in
love with the BMW E30 M3, not only one
of the most coveted examples of a DTM
car, but of BMW’s entire lineup. Group A
racing was accessible for more drivers in
that cars were more affordable and didn’t
require full support teams. This made
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Between his racing, taking on more customer cars, and
managing a contracting job, Jim soon realized he had a
decision to make. In 2003, he decided to fully focus on his
specialty in vintage racing and thus founded Racecraft.
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THE RACECRAFT
DTM CARS
1990 MERCEDES 190 EVO II
DTM championships,
1990-1992.
1987 WHITE BMW E30 M3
1991 Italian Superturismo
Championship, Champion
driven by Roberto Ravaglia
1986 ASAHI KIKO BMW E30 M3
Top finishes through the
1992-1993 Japanese Touring Car
Championship driven by Anthony
Reid. 1990 podium finisher in
the 24 Hours of Le Mans.

Photo: Marc Boels

the series competitive for a wider range
of drivers.
It was similar to early IMSA, Jim notes.
“In the ‘70s, ‘80s, and ‘90s, you could be
a privateer and be out there with the big
guys. It was that kind of racing where an
everyday guy—a dentist or whoever he
was—got a little money and could race
with, say Hurley Haywood. Maybe he
wouldn’t do very good, but...that kind of
racing is attractive to me.”
In the Racecraft garage, one can’t
help but ogle the DTM cars nosed up
among the classic BMWs and Datsuns.
They are luxury models that look like
hardcore rock stars. The Mercedes 190
Evo II sets an aggressive stance with
its epic yellow wing. The white BMW
E30 M3 might seem subdued next to
its flashy, red-trimmed brother, but the
car reigns supreme as a World Touring
Car Champion the year the E30 M3
made its racing debut. And the 1986
Asahi Kiko M3 is internet famous and,
simply, a knockout, with its subtle retro
‘80s aesthetic.
The real stunner here is these cars aren’t
just artifacts. Their owners continue to
drive and race them. This is a point of
pride for Jim with each car he restores: “I
want to see it do well. It’s super satisfying
to see them run.”
VINTAGE RACING:
A MORE VISCERAL RACING
Anyone who’s sat in the grandstands
during a SOVREN race weekend has
an idea of why the historics are so
mesmerizing. The cars are a reminder of
the days when racing was more visceral,
when a driver’s ability would eventually
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be called to task, without assists or
over-engineering. Drivers often have
a connection to the era of their cars,
the ones they grew up with, made
memories with, or always wanted to
have. These stories build bonds, beyond
the competition. For Jim, this is key to
his roots with the sport. “That’s one of
the biggest things about vintage racing.
It doesn’t matter what we’re doing out
there, it’s our common interest that
brings us to the track.”
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While Jim spends much of his time
prepping, restoring and transporting
client cars to nearly 20 racing events per
year, he is an accomplished vintage racer
himself, and gets into the action as often
as he can.
“My promise to myself, more than
anything, was to keep racing, to keep my
mind motivated. Because it can be a lot of
work. Cars have to be done by this or that
weekend, and then driving across the

country. If I know my car’s in the truck as
well, it’s a little easier.”
Jim’s experience wheel-to-wheel makes
him a valuable resource to his customer
drivers. On race weekends, the huge
Racecraft trailer shades a row of vintage
cars, tuned and prepped to perfection.
Between sessions, he is often coaching
drivers new to a circuit, or talking them
through driving adjustments to maximize
the car.

THE CELICA FROM ECUADOR
Jim’s next race car is sitting in pieces
around his shop. The skeleton of a roll
cage tucked into a nook of the shop looks
like art, a geometry of perfect angles. The
car’s body shell leans against a wall. Its
engine rests across the room on the floor.
No one would know this is the ghost of a
1986 Toyota Celica IMSA GTO car, one of
two ever made. Back then, Toyota Racing
hired race car designer Dan Gurney of

AAR to develop competitive cars to race
in IMSA. The engines and transmissions
came out of Toyota’s Group B rally cars:
2.1-liter turbo fours, 400+ horsepower,
and Hewland gearboxes. The task was
to build a car around these components.
Though its evolution was short-lived, the
car performed exceptionally well in IMSA
and the 24 Hours of Daytona.
Eventually, Jim’s Celica landed in racing
circuits in Ecuador, modified with

Buick and Pontiac parts. Through his
connections, Jim was able to obtain the
car’s original body molds and it is slowly
being brought back to its original form.
“That’s part of the enjoyment,” says
Jim, “the researching, figuring out what
details about when it was this way or
that way. It’s been sort of a back-burner
project. But this year, we finally got
to actually fixing the chassis. So that’s
coming together.”
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KEEPING HISTORY ON TRACK
The conversation with Jim turns to a
photo hanging on the breakroom wall.
The image is a series of time-lapse shots,
spliced together to show stop-action
motion of a near disaster. Two race cars,
just past the apex of Turn 9 at Pacific
Raceways, entering the straight. Jim, in his
silver Datsun Bluebird Coupe, is launching
past a Lotus Elan on right. The Elan had
just broken an axle, spinning sideways
through the apex. The camera clicked
just as the Lotus Elan loses a wheel. Next
frame: Jim’s little Datsun makes impact
with the 90-mph wheel at dead center
of his bumper. Next frame: Jim’s car is
airborne, Dukes of Hazzard-style. Next
frame: Jim lands the car, straight and
upright, miraculously out of traffic. It’s a
terrifying moment to imagine. But Jim is
smiling. “That car had been accepted to
the Monterey Car Show and needed to
race six weeks later. It was a bit of a push,
but we did it!”
The way Jim shares a story is infectious.
You can’t help but admire these beautiful,
historic gems, racing hard, wheel-towheel, the way they were meant to be
driven. Spend enough time with Jim
Froula, and pretty soon, we will all be
wanting our own vintage racer and a tale
to tell.
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